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Spaces of graphs Tori and other flat f complexes

Two universes commutative and non commutative

Noncommutative commutative

free free groups free abelian
inhabitants groups

In both cases the inhabitants exhibit a greatdeal of symmetry

Anypermutation of the generators induces
an automorphism of the group
































Noncommutative Partially commutative commutative

free groups RA AG S free abelian
groups

Today I want to break that symmetry and talk about
intermediate universes ie partially commutative ones

There is a zoo of free inhabitants of these universes
apartially commutative groups

aka RA AGS
































Noncommutative Partially commutative commutative

free groups
RAAGS free abelian

groups

Today I want to break that symmetry and talk about
intermediate universes ie partially commutative ones

There is a zoo of free inhabitants of these universes

partially commutative groups aka RAAGs

The broken symmetry results in a surprisingly rich set of
subgroups eg every hyperbolic 3 manifoldgroup is
virtually a RAAG
































Noncommutative Partially commutative commutative

free groups RAAGs free abelian
groups

Each RAAG G has its own set of symmetries
visualization aid graph T vertices_generators

off
edge betweenanytwoG As If commuting invatas

a

Anyautomorphism of G givenby permeating
generators is an automorphism of f
































Noncommutative Partially commutative commutative

inhabitants free groupsFor RAAGs As free abelian
groups zn

topological finite graphs Fn C complexes TfEAs tori 22
models

metric metricgraphs flat f complexes Hattori
models

Given a metric model X forG together with an isomorphism
E g

g it X G As X G

can make a space bydeformingthe metric Ig 14
2 eAutCG acts on this spaceby changing

G
the isomorphism Cit does not change a X g CXaog

the metric MX 7
































Noncommutative Partially commutative commutative

inhabitants free groups Fn RAAGs As free abelian
groups In

topological finite graphs Fn C complexes qEAs tori 22
models

metric metricgraphs flat f complexes Hattori
models

spacef outer spaceCVn Of outerspace symmetricmarked far As space
Mmeotrdies SLnRIsocn

CVN is a spaceofmarked graphs MGriakloutcfalisjustgraphs
Theorem CutlerV19867Chris contractible the action is proper
so H lMGn Q is an invariant of outta
































CU n andMgm havevariations CVnis Mgm's for graphs with leaves

They collect Feynmandiagrams with fixed loop order andnumber of external leaves in a singlegeometricobject

Dirk MarkoBerghoff SpencerBloch andothers haveexploredconnectionsbetween the combinatoricsandgeometry of outer space and the
tools of perturbativequantum fieldtheory
parametric representation of Feynmanintegrals
renormalization Hopfalgebras
CutKosky rules

I don't knowwhether the partiallycommutative universewillalso find applications in p q f t but if there are some
then I think I'm talkingto the right audience
































Piquing Dirk's interest hasmany benefits
































I met a lot of very interesting and nice people
































Including MichiBorinsky whousedperturbativemethods to finally
solve a 30 year oldconjecture on the Euler characteristic of oatCfn
































F complexes
F simplicial graph
As a associated RAAG

Eg b

a II c Ae 273
b

c Ag Fga

b

r a a A f fax27

As As
































F complexes spacewith THE Ac
F simplicial graph 1 3 8 5 8
A associated RAAG f ocjpodeffte.itaeD b

b a

a a Ac B

f
123 5 vS'vS

b

F a As F ND e

b 122 51
r a Aifa

Ag
f

AS
subcomplexoft consistingof a
torus for each clique
































Definition The Salvetticomplex Remark

Ss is the subcomplex of T To get acomplexwith IT E As
consistingofthe K tori spanned weonlyneedthe 2 skeleton ofSr
bythe k cliques in f Ca 2 torus for eachedge

UsingK tori for all k cliques

5g is the mostbasic example of guarantees that Sr has a metric
as complex of non positive curvature

Gromov
It is a cubecomplex

ie is CATCO
madeofcubes gluedtogether geodesictriangles are at least
alongfaces as thin as Euclidean ones
































Recall If I don'twant to specify
An isomorphism 4,5

9 As a basepoint for Sr I onlyget
is called amarking an action of OutCAr

AutCAs acts on the set wantto make a space of markedofmarked Salvettis by
changing the marking f complexes

4,5
9 As andprove this space has

properties that areIt useful for grouptheory
As clues are givenby the cases

also g Csr og Ac 27 and Ag Fn
































As D As _Fn

Sc Tn IRMA 1 a lattice S Rn alledgesequallengths
This gives 1 a flat metric

cam ul GD ca
b X

ft T G AG
OO Cio A Clio and ab g Out Fzd b sb
As Clo E GLAD 0411272

blue loopand red loop are
blue loopand red loop are basis for TiG Fz
basis for Tite 272
Same flat torus different loops

Samemetricgraphdifferent loops
differentmarkings

differentmarkings
































Connectingthe dots

Iori

Cob il GD Ca

f T 7 AT
do Cio O 5

Roses

TOI FOTI
R AR
































Connectingthe dots

Iori

Col il GD Ca

ft I 7 AT
do Go do 40 0701 OF

gradually On the way thetori havedifferentmetricsskew
bataveall flat tori witnvolutnet

Roses

TO
a 000

insert a new edge then collapse an old edge
adjustinglengths to preserve volume 1
































The spaceofmarked flat tori In general a T complex
withvolume1 iscontractible is a cube complex such that

The spaceofmarkedmetric Astandardcollapsingoperation
graphs with volume 1 and hyperplane collapse
1 or 2 vertices is connected gives theSalvetti

To get a contractible space you If As Fn a f complex
needto allowgraphswith up to is a graph with THE Fn
Zn 2 vertices and no separatingedges

t particle irreducible

The collapsingoperation collapses
a maximal tree
































Example There is a combinatorial
f complexes for f a_b c description of a f complex

in terms ofpartitions

Ss Salvetti Form a graph with vertices x x

f collapse
Central for eVC
cylinder connect x to y if x y3 1 but x y

a

T
collapsing any cylinderof SF ratio i

to its waistoirde recovers St P is a partitionof VlT into
3 sets determined bythenew edge P
































P Given P P F IlleP
Sf a satisfying some basic rules

t.CAT e
I can reconstructSP

P is a partitionofUCF into
2b

3 sets determined bythenew edge P Rules for P
Hep b b 3 half edgesat both soThere is some a a P with a e F

vertices x yin same componentof F staD a c 3 half edges at aerates x y in same sideof P
F a to half edges atothervertex yep x e F flex alle P
































There is also a notionof compatibility for A Fn Pe PIFL 3
Given a set of compatible partitions isjust apartitionof VCE
Pig n PK

EEfiexmsutifhtua.EE esoabe
ai is c

collapsinghyperplanes
removing partitions P Q compatible if and

collapsing all Pi givesback St
only if they can be
drawnwithnon intersecting
circles

heirdegalitareaegisaapumqximal
































To get a space want to put Theorem Bregman Charney Vmetrics on f complexes 20207

culfeasraigyotiospaenestricto Euclidean OTiscontractibleandt

To retainenoughcontrol to prove
action of ChtCAd is proper

things want metric to be
YoecaffftcAtco

Depends on earlier theorem

Theorem Charney Staubach V 2017

Definition A point in 0 The geometricrealizationof
is a locallyCATIO metricspaceX wYthPuffutisfefdfnaffinnMgesxes

isometricto some flat f complex is contractible

together with an isomorphism Afgddding tarhfifrmaftgrimairnffngmsatiwm.ae
IT X

8
As harder than we anticipated
































Issues to be dealt within
proof

ambricatmagiegesofantwist

n

2 straighteningatwister
IT

3 Determining all possible
1paralletopedecompositions

f Y compatiblewiththe marking Og

































